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Zoophilia is the sexual love of animals, usually accompanied with acts towards those animals.  It is not the same as bestiality (more properly called zooerasty); zooerasty refers to just sexual contact with animals; zoophilia is an actual emotional attachment to them.  Zoophiles oftentimes form relationships with animals to the exclusion of other humans; zooerasts have sex with animals because other people are not available.  For the purposes of this report, however, the term ‘zoophilia’ will refer to both.

Zoophilia has been a part of the human psyche since times long past.  From a Bronze Age rock painting in Sweden that depicts a man copulating with an herbivore, to Zeus’s exploits as a swan and a bull, to the Virgin Mary’s impregnation by the Holy Spirit (in dove form), human/animal relations are an integral part of many religions and cultures.  Until fairly recently, it was considered a great honor in many countries to be able to claim an animal as part of one’s ancestry.  It would seem that something in us cries out for identification with our less civilized brethren.  We still use phrases like ‘real vixen’, ‘chick’, ‘crazy like a fox’, and many others to when discussing people.  We even use animal words unfavorably: ‘bitch’, ‘jackass’, and ‘pig’ are some examples.

The idea of humans and animals has been as taboo as it has been widespread.  Even though it has been venerated religiously, zoophilia is vehemently outlawed in most cultures.  It is immoral if not illegal in most states and in most countries.  Several US state laws punish zoophilia with harsh fees and long jail times.

One place remains that caters to zoophiles, however: the electronic playground that we call the Internet.  The Net serves as a great meeting place for zoophiles who don’t want to face stigma and humiliation over their sexuality.  Cloaked in the knowledge that they are anonymous, many zoophiles are able to talk about their feelings with others like them, thus receiving much-needed help and counseling.

Zoophilia usually arises from childhood trauma.  It may be the result of not being able to form emotional attachments to other humans during one’s early childhood.  Since they’ve never been able to identify with humans, zoophiles then compensate by turning to the only source of love still left: animals.  Pet owners and their pets often experience an unconditional love towards each other.   A young teenager, questioning his/her sexuality almost daily, might confuse this love with that of a more sexual kind.  S/he never felt loved by anyone and is desperate for affection.  Thus, the teenager experiments with animals.  After actually having sex with the animal, they will often feel very, very, guilty.  So, in order to feel better, they do it again.  And again. The usual result of this is self-hatred and loathing, which drives many young zoophiles into depression and suicide.  A rare few are able to come to terms with their feelings and themselves (through counseling, talking with other zoophile, or simple willpower and determination), and go on to leave happy and productive lives.  Some even form normal human relationships, even though they may still continue mating with animals.

The decision to ‘cure’ zoophilia can be a tough one, akin to the decision of whether to ‘cure’ homosexuality.  This involves asking some tough questions, some of which may not even have an answer. Moral taboos and ‘common decency’ aside, is the zoophile hurting anyone?  Are any of the sexual acts consensual?  Can animals even consent?  Will this lead into other, more sociopathic behavior?  These questions then lead into a messy conundrum that involves  ‘right’,  ‘wrong’ and differing ethical values.  

Some day in the future, zoophilia may become as accepted as other sexual practices.  The movement towards sexual freedom and choice may take zoophilia under its banner.  Then again, maybe not.  Zoophilia might remain as it has been for millennia, lurking in the dark corners of the human mind, never to be seen or heard.
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